Leganto November 2018 Instructor Highlights

Main Features

LTI Relink Options

When enabled by your library, an additional option, Relink LTI Link to Here in the section and citation menus, appears to instructors who arrive at Leganto using an LTI link to a reading list. When arriving at Leganto using an LTI link to a section or citation, the option Unlink LTI Link appears in these menus.

Relink LTI Link to Here

When you select Relink LTI Link to Here, the LTI link used to arrive at this reading list changes to arrive directly to the relevant section or citation. The option changes to Unlink LTI Link. When you select Unlink LTI Link, the LTI link changes to the reading list level.

Additional Enhancements

- **November 2018 Leganto**
  SF: 00583379
  When rolling over a list, the field On rollover copy copyright approvals was changed to On rollover copy copyright approvals or copyright status. When Copy is selected, the field will copy either the copyright record (the result of the library's approval process) or a manual copyright status. When None is selected, any copyright record or manual status is cleared.

- **November 2018 Leganto**
  Leganto now uses author to help locate repository items when start page is missing.
• **November 2018 Leganto**  
You can change the reading list name when rolling over the list. The default list name is the old name followed by *(Rolled Over)*.

Roll Over Dialog Box

### Resolved Issues

- **November 2018 Fulfillment - Course Reserves / Leganto** SF: 00571794  
Rolled over citations did not retain their "disable resolving" selection. This was fixed.

- **November 2018 Fulfillment - Course Reserves / Leganto** SF: 00580197  
The start date of a digitization request for a course that already started was a past date and not the current date. This was fixed.

- **November 2018 Fulfillment - Course Reserves / Leganto** SF: 00587868  
You could not search for the default course *(EXLIBRIS_DEFAULT_COURSE)*. This was fixed.

- **November 2018 Leganto** SF: 00550475  
Digitization links appeared for electronic citations, but should only appear for physical citations. This was fixed.

- **November 2018 Leganto** SF: 00471737 00562722 00566922  
A watched reading list appeared as published instead of watched. This was fixed.

- **November 2018 Leganto** SF: 00566769  
100 appeared as the number of matching lists on the Find Lists page even when there were more than 100 matching lists. Now a message appears indicating that there are more than 100 lists.

- **November 2018 Leganto** SF: 00573185  
There was no option to clear a creative commons license on a citation. This was fixed.

- **November 2018 Leganto** SF: 00579250  
The wrong label appeared for the student discussion at the list level. This was fixed.

- **November 2018 Leganto** SF: 00578678 00579000 00581960  
When exporting to PDF or printing in Hebrew, the reading list name and section were reversed, the text was mixed with English, and the numbers were scrambled. This was fixed.

- **November 2018 Leganto** SF: 00579250  
When an instructor rolled over a reading list, the student discussion was not copied as expected. This was fixed.

- **November 2018 Leganto** SF: 00579251  
When an instructor rolled over a reading list, the user doing the roll over became the list owner, instead of as configured. This was fixed.

- **November 2018 Leganto** SF: 00582694  
The handle to drag sections was inconsistently appearing. This was fixed.

- **November 2018 Leganto** SF: 00584587 00572485 00572486 00572520 00590334  
A user could not add certain electronic journals or books to a Legato reading list. This was fixed.

- **November 2018 Leganto** SF: 00604182  
In the right sidebar, Create Citation appears when editing a citation. This was fixed.